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AboutAbout the Project
Temples signify both culture and history of our Country. They are major attractions to the residents as well as 

tourists. Shirdi - A temple in Maharashtra, welcomes around 60,000 devotees every day.  

 

Basic interaction devices like Mobile Phones and Watches are not allowed in the premises which means we need 

to develop/look for new interaction methods for this project.

This industry is very much un-interfered by newer ways of technology so we have a greater scope while working 

on solution. But we understand that the system is sensitive to people and high technological measures can make 

people uncomfortable

A word before we Start

We could have worked on Mosques, churches, gurudwara etc. but because both of us belong to Hindu families we 

can empathise and relate with people in our culture better.  

 

Also, due to the Pandemic, People we can interview and survey were readily available in our community. Both of 

us have visited Shirdi multiple times so this seemed to be a perfect case study.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1H54jOSsm5ZSbuY74b1zNiUix4hzIGhpj?usp=sharing

Link for Video Prototype



ProcesOur Work Process

01

02

03

04

Research

Analyze

Ideate

DefinePrimary Research with a 

questionare for surveys 

and interviews marks as 

the beginning.

Desk Research and valid 

methods mark the second 

step for good user 

understanding.

Detailed Observation and 

Inferences from the 

surveys and methods.

Grouping Data and 

Content for better user 

understanding. Removing 

unnecessary data.

Come up with solutions 

and test them on different 

factors such as value, 

effort, scale etc.

Take the best features 

from different ideas and 

come up with a final 

concept ready to detail.

Think around the concept 

to explore different 

scenarios possible.

Add features that improve 

the product. Think about  

empty cases and how 

different users will use the 

same product.



MethodMethod-o-logical

Empathy Maps

Personas

Hofstede Culture-Value

User Journey

System Analysis

Persona's helped us to gather insights about 

different users group and understand how 

every character takes part in the system.

Empathy Maps were done to understand user's 

perspective in the real time situation when he/she 

is in the temple, in the crowd.

Hofstede Culture Value helped us to understand 

our culture on the basis of Groupism, Orientation 

and Power Distance.

User Journey allowed us to rate and understand 

detailed situational experiences along with 

marking touchpoints and opportunities.

Understanding of the pre-existing system helps 

us to draw plans to ideate and iterate new 

improved ones. It also helps us to understand 

what shouldn't be changed.



InferenWhat have we found?

Survey Inferences System Inferences Method Inferences

Identification, Communication and 

monitoring are the main 

weaknesses of current system.

The flow of queue's is strangely 

very uneven, there are parts where 

you have stand for hours and other 

part where you have to run.

As communication between the 

system is slow, Measures are 

drastic and situations cannot be 

anticipated.

Collectivism and Long Term 

orientation are two Hofstede 

methods which are applicable.

Thursdays are rush days, Morning 

Kaakan Aarti is always full. Irritation 

is caused mainly due to sweat and 

close reach.

Emergency Services are poor, 

Beggars cause trouble in groups 

just outside the exit. 

Apart from crowd, Noise and Air 

pollution are other factors that 

cause irritation and frustration.

Management Staff moves more 

than 50 times/Day in the crowd, 

There's no system for their 

movement which means they are at 

very high risk.

Crowd includes people who can 

become uncomfortable due to tech.



IdeatioLet's Ideate

Value Effort Analysis

Magnetic Cards that can be scanned at even 

security outpost, this way the system can 

understand the amount of people, entering and 

exiting the zone in Real Time.

AI system for Security Camera's that can 

recognize faces at different outposts, record the 

movement of people and help collect 

information about the users.

Wearable RFID tags with a unique ID that can be 

scanned as people move through outposts. It 

can monitor the flow, Amount of people in zones 

and track individual visitors as well.

Visitors have a unique code that they can enter 

in kiosks via keypad or voice. The kiosk can 

track all the people by analysing the entered 

code in the kiosk.

Better Flow Management 

for Queues and Zones.

Over-Crowding detection 

AI based system.

Improved health system 

for emergencies.

Box Layout Floor Markings 

for maintaining distance.

Communication servers 

between management.

Tourist Monitoring Out-post 

System with Unique Code.



ConcepConcept Viablitly
Let's have a broader look at the problems, the current system faces.

1) System is unable to monitor the amount of crowd in each building andhence, some buildings within the 

temple get over-crowded. 

 

2) People get lost very often and management staff has to cross the crowd several times a day. 

 

3) No way to predict perfectly, how the crowd will increase and decrease with time and emergency teams 

Why we chose this Concept?

1) One of the most accurate way to measure crowd. Information can pass very fast and Correct Action can be 

taken in Time. 

 

2) One time investment with very low maintenance. No big machines involved. Would be applicable even after 

the Pandemic. 

 

3) Systems covers all type of users including security, management and tourists.



Understanding the System
The system divides the whole temple into buildings which are referred to as zones. So let's assume we have a temple 

made up of three small buildings. The queue goes through Zone A and Zone B to finally reach main mandir that is 

Zone C.

All three zones are equal in size and can fit 100 people comfortably. This means the total capacity of the temple is 

300. Let's assume that we have 57, 76 and 94 people in Zone A,B and C respectively and crowd starts to gather in 

zone c for Aarti.

Zone A Zone B Zone C

( 57/100) ( 76/100) ( 94/100)

 As we couldn't keep track of people in each zone, we will let people go forward as we see space. This will mean after 

a while zone c will be full and people will start overcrowding between B and C. Zone B will be suddenly empty and 

people  between A and B will increase their flow to reach c where they will find this crowd.

Situation before the System



Now, because of the system we can keep track of people. As we notice Zone C is overcrowding, We will slow down the 

rate of people from B to C significantly. We will also slow down the rate from A to B a little bit. This means people in 

the back might move slower but the flow is maintain and no overcrowding is caused.

Situation after the System

How do we track visitors?
Carrying things can be a mess sometimes and as users we face these problems everywhere. Have you ever lost a  

token, coupon or an important bill etc. Working with the old technology and belnding it with new is the best way to 

bring changes in the system.

Radio Frequency Identification

RFID technology is not anything new, it has previously been used in 

Cards, Theft Detectors etc. 

 

This RFID technology can be paired with a Unique Id and users could 

scan this chip . Scanners can be placed before every zone and as 

soon as the user scans and enters the zone, we will be informed. 

 

But user's can't be given these bare modules in hand?



Meet  
BKP Bands

RFID Sensor

Silicone Band

1) All age groups can comfortably accept this. Thus, RFID sensor is placed in the middle which gives an 

aesthetic of 2000's sonata watch. On the other hand, it also looks like a modern day fitness tracker. 

2) This band has minimum protruding edges to fiddle with. Orange colour that is for the general public 

matches the thread we get in the temple. 

3) The whole band is made up of silicone which means this can be disinfected in bulk really easily. It's 

secure on your hand and has a simple open/close mechanism.

These Bhakt Pranali (BKP) Bands were designed taking into consideration 3 main things :



KEEP
  

MOVING

How do we Scan these?

1870 / 2000

Status in Sai Museum

Reduce flow to 8 people / minute

Sensors

Total No. of  

People

There are pre-existing security check posts between two zones. The guard's on checkposts can have this small 

pocketable device with them (Figure A) i.e an RFID sensing machine.

This machine has a field of about 1 feet which means tourists just have to wave their wrist bands over the sensing 

machine and can enter in the next zone. 

The user doesn't need to touch the machine, hence no chance of infection. The guards can see the people in the 

zone and can change flow depending on the scene.

Field to move the hand for detection



850 / 2000

1770 / 1800

 1250 / 1500

2850 / 3000

4750 / 8500

1750 / 2000

 1650 / 1800

Tap on a building to open details View All >

Main Temple

2850 / 3000

People entering / Minute  :

74

People exiting / Minute  :

36

Bhakta Pranali

VIP Zone

Staff Details Analysis

8000/hr

History

Head Operator
A person can monitor the whole 

temple system on a computer, 

with details about each and every 

building just by tapping on the 

building.

He can even check about the 

staff status. He can find the zone 

in which a person is lost just by 

his last entry. 

He can monitor the flow and ask 

guards to open and close checks 

depending on the total amount of 

people in an area.

He can also check the map and 

direct the aid relieve group to 

take the shortest path to reach 

faster. 

Thank You

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1H54jOSsm5ZSbuY74b1zNiUix4hzIGhpj?usp=sharing

Link for Video :


